
 

                           Instructions & Operating Instructions 

MagnaFuel Pressure Control Units 

Series Model MP-9433 (4 Port)       Series Model MP-9690 (boost) 

  Series Model MP-9633 (2 Port)        Series Model MP-9833 (2 Port) 
 

Introduction: 

MagnaFuel pressure control units, part numbers MP-9400, MP-9600 and MP-9800 are designed for 

racing only and should not be used on any vehicle subject to emission control. The unit is a precision 

assembly and for maximum performance, the following instructions should be followed carefully. The unit is 

supplied with a serial number; the number is an important part of the one year limited warranty. Please record 

the serial number on both sections of your warranty card. Return the Warranty Registration Card to 

MagnaFuel and retain the Warranty Registration Receipt for your records and for reference if you call for 

technical assistance. Our TECH LINE is 719-532-1897. 

 

Description of Operation: 

This unit is compatible with racing gasolines and alcohol fuels. The pressure control unit is designed 

for fuel pressure regulation in the range of 3 to 12 psi (with system supply at 25 to 30 psi). On fuel systems 

that have lower system supply pressure, the range of regulation will be slightly different. Most carburetors 

perform best in the range of 6 to 10 psi. Please be sure the pump you have selected has enough volume and 

pressure for the power level required. As and example, the boost regulator requires one (1) psi higher system 

supply pressure for each pound of boost. MagnaFuel pumps are compatible with racing fuels (gasoline and 

alcohol) and have enough volume and pressure. 

MagnaFuel pressure control units have fixed diameter orifice in a removable stainless steel cartridge. 

The diaphragm assisted control valve is designed to respond with minimal time lag in comparison to flow 

demand. Each unit is equipped with one (1) inlet port tapped #10AN. The MP-9433 (4 Port) has four (4) 

potential outlet ports tapped #6AN. The MP-9690, MP-9650, MP-9633, MP-9833 (2 Ports) each have two (2) 

potential outlet ports, with the MP-96XX threaded #6AN and the MP-9833 Threaded #8AN. 

The exclusive stainless steel cartridge makes maintenance and repair simple. All that’s required is to 

remove the regulator top and unscrew the cartridge, leaving the regulator body mounted in the car. 

CAUTION: Do not operate fuel pump with the pressure control unit top removed! The regulator’s flow 

characteristics are enhanced by the use of the special MagnaFuel Flow Shaped Fittings. 

 

Mounting: 

This regulator should be mounted away from the engine’s flywheel area with the preferred position 

IN FRONT of the carburetor(s). Flexible vibration mounts can be used with the mounting bracket supplied, 

such as the Gates model 302A20 or equivalent. 
 
Adjustment: 

  The fuel pressure control unit is adjusted with an internal hex wrench (3/16”). Clockwise (CW) raised 

regulated pressure and counter clockwise (CCW) lowers regulated pressure. The fuel pressure MUST be set 

with some flow occurring (at least .5cc/sec) for correct pressure readings on the gauge. MagnaFuel does not 

recommend leaving pressure gauges on race cars for competition. 
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